Scrumptious Sweets

**Instructions:** Unscramble the letters to discover a treasure-trove of sugared goodies. Place one letter on each blank space provided to spell the correct answer. When an answer is made from two words, each word is scrambled separately.

1. BLUBEB UMG
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
2. KRCEUS
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
3. YNDAC ARB
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
4. CLOATOEHC
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
5. DARH NADYC
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
6. NTIM
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
7. LYEJL ABEN
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
8. FYATF
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
9. BLMUGAL
   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
10. MUYMG DAYCN
    __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Answer Key - Scrumptious Sweets

1. Bubble gum
2. Sucker
3. Candy bar
4. Chocolate
5. Hard candy
6. Mint
7. Jelly bean
8. Taffy
9. Gumball
10. Gummy candy